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 We are going to talk about the most known gaming systems up until 
now. We are also going to talk about the major console-producing companies, 
one by one. 

     



 Arcade games are coin-operated machines, 
usually installed in public businesses, such as 
restaurants. They were most popular from the 
late 1970s to the mid-1990s. Even though 
they lost popularity in the western market, 
they still continue strong in Asian territory 
such as Japan.  
 Arcades were home to great games like: 
Mortal Kombat 
Pac-man 
And Donkey Kong 



This is one of the most well-known and 
prominent video game companies of all 
time. Although they didn’t start out with 
video games they had great sucess with 
the Nintendo Entertainment System and 
it’s sucessor.Until now they have 
released the N64, the Gamecube, the 
Wii and Wii U. They also released 
various mobile consoles like the 
Gameboy, Ds, 3Ds and their variants. 
 Nintendo owns great franchises like: 
Mario 
Legend of Zelda 
Metroid 
And Pokémon  



SEGA is also a very important company, being the 
competitor of Nintendo during the 1980s. They achieved 
this with Sonic, the companie’s mascot. He was a 
platformer like Nintendo’s Mario, but instead of being an 
italian plumber he was a fast and “hip” blue hedgehog. In 
2001, the Dreamcast (their latest console) failed and 
forced the company into going third-party. This means 
they started making games for other consoles instead of 
their own. 
They have many iconic franchises like: 
Crazy Taxi 
Sonic the Hedgehog 
And Super Monkey Ball 
  



As you know Sony doesn’t only produce games, but they are “big 
dogs” in the gaming industry. With their PlayStation line, each 
console is a sucess economically, including some portable systems. 
 Their first console, the original PlayStation, was really loved by a lot 
of people. It’s sucessor was the most sold console  ever, only being 
upstaged by the Nintendo DS 
 They have such exclusives franchises as: 
Jak and Daxter 
Ratchet and Clank 
Infamous 
Buzz 
And God of War 



Microsoft Is the youngest of all these 
companies, introducing the Xbox in the same 
generation as the PlayStation 2 and 
Gamecube. Although it is the youngest it is on 
par with Sony economically and is also one of 
the “big dogs” of this generation 
 They have such exclusive franchises as: 
Gears of War 
Forza 
And Halo 



There is no company that owns PC as 
any company can make them, but 
there are companies that focus on 
them like Valve with their online 
platform Steam and various 
Independent developers. Computers 
get almost every game that goes to 
consoles so there aren’t many 
exclusives. The PCs appeal comes 
with the superior graphical power 
and the ability to modify your games 
how you want with “Mods” gaining 
the nickname “Master Race”.   



In the end video games are an awesome 
media, in which a well made game can 
entertain you for weeks, sometimes years. 
Interacting with who plays them in a way no 
other media can, it’s truly unique. 
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